
October 3, 2022 

Good News/Bad News 
 

First, the good news. A few days ago, the editor of Notre Dame magazine and invited me to 

contribute an essay on Haiti for their winter edition of the magazine. Normally, the pieces they 

run contain about 2,000 words. He said I could have 3,000 to tell the story. I sent him the prelude 

of the Merton book which contains the dire situation in Haiti as it was a month ago; it details the 

gang violence, the murders, beheadings, and kidnappings. Since then, the gas-shortage protests 

have made it worse. After the editor read the prelude, titled “Living in a War Zone,” he wrote me 

again. He was surprised and shocked by what he read. He said I could take 4,500 words to tell 

the story by having the issue contain one less article. I have until November 1st to submit the 

essay. I should mention that the Fall edition of the magazine, which was just published, contains 

a short story I wrote about an encounter I had with a homeless woman seated on the steps of St. 

Francis of Assisi (whose feast day is tomorrow) Church in midtown Manhattan some 30 years 

ago. The on-line edition of the Spring edition should post this week.  
 

Since the call came from the editor, I have done nothing but work on this essay. One night I 

worked until two in the morning; another night until nearly one in the morning. My plan was to 

have five movements in the piece: the current brutal reality in Haiti, life in the slums, a history of 

Haiti, the life of one child (Bency), and the spiritual lessons I learned in seven years. Last night, I 

finished the first draft. It contained just over 8,000 words. It is truly compelling. I made a copy of 

it for future use. I will spend the rest of the month cutting it in half. 
 

Now, the bad news, which of course comes from Haiti.  
 

On Saturday, Michel set out from Santa Chiara in the Xterra to search for some contraband gas. 

He went to the 3 or 4 places we he felt he might find some gas. But there was no gas to be found. 

As he drove, the Xterra ran out of gas. Michel set out on foot and was able to find a very small 

amount of gas, just one gallon, probably only useful for a motorcycle. Michel had to pay 3,500 

gourdes for one gallon gas―that comes to $28 for one gallon. But he needed two gallons to bring 

the car home before someone set it on fire. So, he spent nearly 60 bucks to get the car home. 
 

But the night before, Friday, the news was even worse for Michel. He was on his motorcycle on 

the way back to Santa Chiara after a day off in his home north of the city, Michel was caught by 

the gangsters who control a dangerous section of the road. They took his motorcycle, his bag, his 

wallet with all his papers and ID’s. They took everything. They let him go, telling him if he came 

back with money, he could have his stuff back. I have no idea how he got back to Santa Chiara or 

how long it took him. Michel got some money and returned to this dangerous section. They gave 

him his motorcycle and bag back…but not the wallet and all his government ID card, bank book, 

and driver’s license. Michel had to go to the police station in order to get an official police 

document that will make it a bit easier have all the stolen documents replaced. Michel went home 

every week to see his child and wife. But now he has decided to go home every other week or 

even only once a month, as the risk is just too high, as the roads are getting increasingly more 

dangerous. 
 



In a phone call last evening, Gabens told me that Michel found some selling gas for 5,000 gourdes 

per gallon, which comes to $40 in cash per gallon. Michel wanted to fill a five-gallon jug, but 

Gabens would not authorize paying that much, as it would deplete a good chunk of the cash I 

had left Gabens. Michel was waiting hear something last night from a guy we know at a gas 

station near us who will sell us a few gallons of gas for 1,100 a gallon, as he knows the importance 

of cash for the orphanage. I have not heard if the call came.  
 

The gang leader known as Jimmy Barbecue made it know that anyone found on the street on 

Monday will be killed. He got is name not because of his love of barbecuing hot dogs and 

hamburgers, but for setting his victims on fire. How is that this bad guy is running the show in 

Haiti, telling people they cannot leave their homes. Also, the reason the gas shortage has become 

so sever is the Jimmy the Barbecue dug a deep ditch in the road from the port where the gas is 

stored. The gas delivery trucks simply can not get around the ditch. 
 

Yesterday, Steph sent two of the guys to see if they could find charcoal in the slum below us. We 

need it for cooking. They found some. It will be used sparingly to cook beans in order to preserve 

the propane gas. Right now, we have very little diesel fuel. To make matters worse, the has been 

little sunshine. Steph had to unplug our refrigerator. Currently, things are very difficult for 

everyone in Haiti, especially the poor, who have no reserve, no options. People are sinking into a 

sense of hopelessness.   
 

And to make matter worse, seven people have recently died in Haiti from cholera. The disease 

killed some 10,000 people through a 2010 outbreak that has been blamed on a United Nations 

peacekeeping force. I’m sure the surprise return of the disease can be tied to a lack of pure 

drinking water because of the protests and current lock down. Even when the roads are clear 

there is no gas or diesel fuel to operate the delivery trucks. Basic transit is now impossible for 

most citizens. Moreover, many hospitals have shut down or scaled back operations for lack of 

fuel to power generators. The Caribbean Bottling Company, a key supplier of bottled water, said 

on Sunday that it could no longer continue producing and distributing water because it had run 

out of diesel fuel, which is critical to its supply chain. It was predictable that some of the cholera 

cases were in Cité Soleil. 
  
I think this Journal gives you an idea of just how hard life is in Haiti. I return next Sunday. I’m hoping I 

don’t have to walk from the airport to Santa Chiara.  

 

 


